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PIRATE AWR A True Delight Using MinGW CRACKED™. 34Q: Swift 3.0 -
Remove property from nested class I'm working on Swift 3.0. I'm trying to

remove some properties from a nested class. Here is the class: class
NetworkReachabilityManager { class func checkConnection() { let host =

"www.google.com" let isReachable =
NetworkReachabilityManager.sharedManager.isReachable(with: host,

flags:.reachableNow) } } I tried to remove the isReachable property like
this: class func checkConnection() { let host = "www.google.com" let

isReachable =
NetworkReachabilityManager.sharedManager.isReachable(with: host,

flags:.reachableNow) isReachable = nil } But the isReachable property
was still retained. How should I remove the isReachable property from the
NetworkReachabilityManager class? A: You are trying to use the method

checkConnection() which is not defined in your
NetworkReachabilityManager class. For example, it is defined as class

NetworkReachabilityManager { class func checkConnection() { So, that
method is not a member of the NetworkReachabilityManager class, and

you have to use this class func checkConnection() { let host =
"www.google.com" let isReachable =

NetworkReachabilityManager.sharedManager.isReachable(with: host,
flags:.reachableNow) isReachable = nil } instead. Accompanying the

recent social media boom has been a furore over fake news. The
phenomenon doesn't just affect offline information; Facebook algorithms
are swaying the way our social media are impacting offline realities. In

this episode of the Harper Spectator Podcast, we'll look at the origin of the
fake news bubble and explore why we care so much about fake news. For

much of this time, our prime concern with fake news has not been the
quality of the news itself, but the way the media are framing the issue as
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